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"Throughout the world the care and treatment of the mentally ill was,
until about 50 years ago, the darkest chapter in the history of medicine.
The story is replete with the confinement of the violent in jails and
dungeons where they were chained in filth, while the more tractable patients
were neglected and abused."1 perhaps the most striking crusader in the
field of hospital reform was Dorothea Lynde Dlx. This militant women,
although handicapped by ill health and unsatisfactory home conditions,
paved the way for meny of our present reforms by fighting for the humani
tarian approach which became effective in the latter half of the 19th
century. She worked valiantly in the United States and in lster years
extended her efforts to England, Cenads, end to certain Furopesn countries.
In modern times the administration of mental hospitals has been greatly
improved. However, it has been very difficult to use them as general hos
pitals are used. This is due to the fact that for so, long the hospitals
were not considered as places of cure or treatment but institutions of
confinement.
The public attitude has been slow to keep pace with the advancement
in the field of psychiatry. Henderson and Gillespie, outstanding British
psychiatrists, say thet they do not consider it will ever be possible to
use mental hospitals as general hospitals are used; even though in their
actual management, and in their medical equipment, " a good attempt is
being made to epproach general hospital standards."^ ij>hege two psychiatrists
point out that the public still has not completely rid itself of the conception
Governor1 s Commission, A Study of Mental Health in North Carolinay
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(London, 1956), p. 46.
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of the mental hospital es an institution chiefly interested in custodial
care. General hospitals heve found it comparatively easy to introduce
new standards but it is hard for the average ley person to conceive of
a mental hospital being actively engaged in therapy. For this reason the
public is apt to approve of changes of standards in the general hospital
but disapprove, or take little interest in attempts to introduce change
in the mentsl hospital.
But no longer is a good mentsl hospitsl a place of custody only. A
good mental hospitsl is characterized by the following standards:
The newer cottage type of hospitsl planning permitting
adaptations of structure to special uses and promoting the classi
fication of patients in accordance with individual needs.
( Adequate equipment including laboratories, diagnostic ,
clinics, physio-therapy rooms, dentel offices, occupational therapy
centers, gymnasiums, libraries, medicpl end surgical units.
Adequate personnel, both ss to numbers and ss to training.
There should be st least one physician to every 150 patients, end
one nurse to every 8 patients.
Definite provision for the supervision and training of the
younger staff.
Upon admission, each patient should be given a thorough
physical end mentsl examination, his personal and family history
studied, and appropriate treatment instituted.1
The functions of a mentsl hospitel include the treatment of the
patient for his remediable difficulties, the prevention of relapses after
his return to the community, and, where necessary in protracted cases,
the adjustment of his environment to the phases of his disorder that re
sist treatment. Thus the modern mental hospital is a place of active
medical, surgical, psychiatric, end social treatment, with ell the allied
physical and occupational therapies thst modern science has eccepted.
It is absolutely essential thet everything possible should be done
in the mental hospital from the'medical, nursing, laborstory and
'^Kerl M. Bowman, "Mental Hygiene," Socisl Work Year Bookt
(New York, 1959), p. 250.
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occupational points of view to make it a piece where sick people can be
nursed end satisfactorily cared for. However, it is believed that this
period of modern care into which we heve entered, should concern itself
especially with education, early diagnosis and with the prevention of
mental disturbances.
Mental Hygiene as a movement, exerts a pressure to have the content
of its field recognized and practiced within the arts with which it is
closely allied, such as teaching, medicine, social work, theology, and
lew. As a process, broadly speaking, it is the effort to make these
arts more valuable to people end more conducive to mentel health. If
it is thought of in this broed sense, it approaches identity with the ob
jectives of these associated fields.
The facts, theories, and principles of Mental Hygiene have been
chiefly derived from medicine, psychiatry, psychoanalysis, education,
psychology, and socisl cpse work. The study of the life history of patients,
delinquents, dependents, and pupils hfis revealed the genesis of mentsl
problems and the opportunity for prevention, and hps created methods of measur
ing abilities and disabilities, End of studying humsn environment,
relationships, end social activities. In this way, Mental Hygiene provides
a means whereby the facts discovered by one field are made more generally
available.
Thus, Mental Hygiene is not just a tool of one profession but is
the widespread concern of several professions. Much of the technical
progress in the Mental Hygiene movement has come through the activities
of private agencies that have depended more or less on the leadership of
their national bodies.
The Mental Hygiene movement owes its origin and much of its success,
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to Clifford F. Beers, himself once a petient in e mental hospital.1
The national Committee on Mentel Hygiene, founded by Beers, has its
locel committees in every stste. Under its auspices, a grest deal is
being done in some states towerd the prevention of mental disorders, end
the education of the public in matters in which it has hitherto been kept
in almost utter ignorance. The National Committee on Mental Hygiene has
been able to do this with the cooperation of the out-pstient clinics (of
general hospitals), judicial authorities (aided by court psychiatrist),
those education authorities (who compile accurate school records),
public and priv&te welfare authorities and individual trained sociel
workers. The Committee has mrde comprehensive surveys of state systems
for Mental Hygiene care, and recommended changes; and hss thus rendered
substantial aid to states in raising standards of csre of mentel
patients. In recent yesrs it has taken s leading pert in the movement
for the prevention of mentel disease end delinquency growing out of the
seme, and in the promotion of the psychiatric training of physicians
in medical schools. It hes cooperated with the /mericen Psychiatric
Association in the adoption of a standard classification of mental dis
orders and the establishment of uniform systems of records snd statistics
in the state hospitals for mentrl disease through the United States.
The committee assists local communities in planning Mental Hygiene
projects both from the professionel end the administrative point of view.
About twenty-five privately supported state societies for Mentpl Hygiene
and about forty local societies are in operation. "
jtaong the federal agencies that have furthered Mental Hygiene are the
V/Hfford v Beers"* Mind That Tound_Itselfi (New York, 1955), p.-1R8.
2Kerl M. Bowman, "Me'ntrl Hygiene"," 355151 Fork Year BookT
(New York, 1959), p. 252.
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Division of Mental Hygiene of the Public Health Service, the Child
Hygiene Division of the Children's Bureeu, and the Division of Special
Problems in the Office of Education. State Departments of Health,
Welfare, Education, end Correction are especially active in shaping
their work with the mental health of their beneficiary in mind.
In keeping with its progressive spirit, North Caroline h*s in the
last seven years started a concentrated effort to improve its present
facilities for the treatment of mental r?ise£»ses and to expand its Mental
Hygiene program. The governor, through the interest and generosity of
the Rockefeller Foundation, was able to appoint in 1954 a commission to !
study the care of the insene and the mentally defective of the state. This
WES e most exhaustive and comprehensive study.
The Commission stated in the preface of the study thrt they found the
care of the inssne and mentally defective far more than a medical problem.
It is also a social, economic, and psycho-biologic problem.
If mental health means a reasonably satisfying adjustment of an
individual to his environment, then it is important to know what
opportunities are offered by «n environment for the satisfaction
of such fundamental needs as health, security, social contacts,
some form of prestige, end the biological urges toward self and
race preservation. What p state hes done and can do in the future
in the cere of its unfortunatss snd in the prevention of such
conditions, depandends on all the resources of that strte and the
ability of the people to use these resources.*-
The Commission lived up to its promise to present a complete picture
of all phases, psst and present, of the Mental Health Status of North
Carolina.
As a result of the recommendations presented in this study, many
outstanding improvements have been mrde in the field of Mental Hygiene
in North Caroline. However, there hns been no follow up study to supplement
"""Karl M. Bowmen, "Mental Hygiene," Social Work Year Bookt (New York,
1959), p. 252.
^Governor's Commission, A Study of Mental Health in North Carolina
(Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1957), p7~7l * ! "*""
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the picture presented by the Governor's Commission. The ©resent author's
interest in the Mentsl Hygiene progrem of North Caroline was stimulated
by three months' experience as a neuro-psychietric attendant at Duke
University Hospital, Durham, Worth Carolina, during the summer of 1941.
While working at Duke Hospital, the writer had the opportunity to visit
several clinics and state hospitals end these first hand contacts proved
very stimulating.
Purpose of the Study.—The purpose of the present report is:
(1) To supplement the comprehensive study made in 19?7 by the
Governor's Commission by pointing out improvements mr.de in
all phases of the broad Mental Hygiene progrem since that time.
s (2) To point out, wherever possible, the particular problems
confronted by the Negro in the present state Mental Hygiene
set-up.
(5) To explain some of the future plans of the stete es they
have been expressed by the Director of Mental Hygiene 'end his
colleagues.
Scope of the Study.—The study will be confined geographicslly to
the state of North Csrolina, except when the Mental Hygiene movement in
other states is used for the purpose of comparison. By content it will
discuss not only the institutional set-up, but also the more nebulous
organization of the clinics end the activities of the Division of Mental
Hygiene of the State Depertment of Public Welfare.
Method of Procedure.—The bulk of the dats for this study have
been gathered from three sources:
(1) Books, articles end monographs relative to the subject.
(2) Visits made by the author to clinics and hospitals in the
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of North Caroline while employed as a neuro-psychietric at
tendant at Duke Hospital, Durham, North Carolina from June,
1941 to September, 1941.
(5) Interviews with outstanding leaders in the field of Mental
Hygiene in North Carolina and with government psychiatrists
in Washington, D. C.
It is hoped that the value of this study will lie in the presenta
tion of whet actually csn be done by 8 state after it decides to make a
determined effort to meet "the biggest problem yet remaining in the field
of Public Health."1 North Carolina is a southern stete and the South
has been notoriously slow in developing an adequate program of Mentsl
Hygiene. A study of the program in North Carolina might well prove a
source of inspiretion to other southern states.
Statement by Dr. James Watson, Director of the Division of Mentel
Hygiene of the St?te Department of Public Welfare, North Ceroline,
persons! interview, July 20, 1941.
CHiiPTM II
THE STaTU HOSiTfiiLS
A Brief History of the North Carolina State Hospitals .— The struggles
of Dorothea Lynde Dis to establish a state hospital in North Carolina
were eidiausting to her but very fruitful to human well being in the state
of North Carolina. As a result of her untiring efforts, the first state
hospital in North Carolina, and the only state hospital named after Miss
Dix, was opened at Raleigh in 1856.
Before the establishment of the st^te hospital at Raleigh, the mentally
ill of the state of North Carolina had been cared for in homes, almshouses,
jails, and in hospitals of adjoining states, especially South Carolina.
Virginia was the first state in the country to establish a hospital for
mental diseases. It was located at Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1773, almost
a century before the Raleigh, North Carolina, State Hospital was opened.1
The hospital in South Carolina, opened in 1826, depended for some time on
receiving patients from other states.^ North Carolina and Delaware were
the last of the original thirteen states to establish hospitals for mental
diseases.
The Governor's Commission could find no specific reference to the
care of the mentally ill in the colonial laws of Worth Carolina. Prior
to 1345, about the only reference in legislative acts was the following,
passed in 1785s
And be it further enacted by authority aforesaid that persons
either distracted or otherwise deprived of their senses, so that
wardens shall judge them incapable of self preservation, shall be
under the care of said wardens, who are empowered to keep them con
fined in such houses as long as they may deem necessary. 4
governor's Commission, A Study of Mental Health in North Carolina%





For 71 years thereafter the diagnosis and treatment of the mentally ill
was left, not to physicians, but to wardens.
In 1841, Governor Morehead recommended to the legislature the establish
ment of "an asylum for the protection of unfortunate lunatics."1 The
population of the State in 1840 was 755,419 and the Governor estimated
that at that time there were 582 insane in the State. His foresighted
interest and attempts to bring action failed for the time being, but in
1848, Dorothea Lynde Dix came to North Carolina at her own expense,
visited almshouses, jails, and homes, and then wrote one of her famous
memorials. In part, she said: "I come not to urge personal claims nor
to seek individual benefits. I appear as the advocate of those who cannot
plead their own cause. In the Providence of God, I am the one ?/hose
piercing cries come from the dreary dungeons of your jails - penetrate not
to your walls of legislature. I am the hope of the poor erased beings
who pine in cells and stalls and cages of your poorhouses."*"
This dramatic presentation did not bring action at first and it re
mained for the impassioned plea of Representative Dobbin to bring an
almost unanimous vote for the establishment of the Raleigh State Hospital.
In 1880 the hospital at Morganton was established and in 1885 the Hegro
State Hospital was established at Goldsboro.
In order to learn how the standards of the mental hospitals of North
Carolina measure up to the ideal, each hospital in the state will be com
pared with the hypothetical standards given in the introduction.
Governor's Commission* A Study of Mental Health in Hortfa Carolina^ (Ann
Arbor, Michigan, 1937;, p.UL4. ~
2Ibid.
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Each hospital will be considered, in relation to: (1) physical structure
and equipment, i. e., whether it uses the cottage or congregate type of
hospital administration and the treatment facilities which tre ava.ilo.ble.
(£) Personnel (S) Provisions for supervision and training of the
younger staff.
The Raleigh Stpte Hospital
Buildings.—As previously mentioned,the cottage plan permits the
adaptation of structure to special uses and promotes the classification
and treatment of patients in accordance with individual needs. Unfortunate
ly, the Raleigh St-vte Hospital is not organised along this plan.
The main building of the hospital is used for administrative purposes.
To the right of the main building is a wing for male patients which con
tain six wards. The admitting ward is especially sub-standard, housing
different types of mental disorder in the same ward and housing some
patients who are only physically ill. The condition of the other five
wards can, in general, be described as almost as sub-standard as the ad
mitting ward. The wards, 7-11 (including the male ward for tuberculosis)
are housed in a series of small buildings that have been added to the msin
building. They are old and it is very difficult to keep them in good condition.
The fifteen female wards (including the female ?/ard for tuberculosis)
are all located in old buildings. The Erwin Building is perhaps the newest,
but it has been used for many years. Throughout the various wards there
is considerable need for repair. Some wards should be entirely reconstructed
or replaced. The Brown and Harvey Buildings for female patients are in
better condition than any other building for women.
Colonies for male and female epileptic patients \?ere established in
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1910 with 8 combined capacity of 192 patients.1 In 1915 occupational
therapy was introduced and provisions made for seperrting various patients
with tuberculosis. There is one building for the fsrm colony. The
various colonies ere located about one half mile frartte. rasin hospital
building.
In 1925 a building for the criminal insane, with a capacity of 100
was opened. The Foyster Building, which is the medical center for the
hospital was opened in 1921 end h>?s recently been accepted ss an accredit
ed hospital by the American College of Surgeons.
Tha School of Nursing wes reorganized in 1915 pnd in 19?2 wss given
an A grede rating by the North Caroline Nurses Association fnd Board of
Registration. The name of the School was officially changed to the
Dorothea Lynde Dix School of Nursing.
Laboratories.—The clinical laborstory is located in a large base
ment room of the Administration Building. Artificial light is necessary,
regardless of the white wells. The equipment is good, except for the
weter still ©nd a basal metabolism apparatus (Sanford) which is fairly
satisfactory now but cannot last much longer.
There are two technieiens, both of whom are college graduates. They
are interested and enthusiastic. One female patient from the epileptic
colony sssists in the lEborstory work.
Within 24 hours of the admission of every new patientj urine analysis,
red end white blood corpuscle counts, hemogoblin estimption, quantitative
blood sugar and ures examinations, gnd blood tests (Wessernenn) ere done.
1
Governor's Commission, A Study of Mental Health in North Caroline.
(Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1937), p. 189.
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All Wassermann tests are made in the State Laboratory. Venipunctures
are done by the nurses, but blood for corpuscle counts and hemoglobin
is taken by the laboratory technician. The cerebro-spinal fluid Wassermann
tests are done with varying quantities of fluid. Blood urea and blood
sugar reports and other important findings are sent immediately to staff
physicians. Spinal fluid cell counts using a special counting chamber,
globulin tests, and colloidal gold tests are done on specimens sent to
the laboratory* Noquantltative bromide estimations are made of the blood
or the spinal fluid. The colloidal gold solution is made in the laboratory.
Due to the prevalence of malaria in certain sections of North Carolina,
the technicians examine for malaria whenever the general blood examination
indicates such a possibility.
This laboratory service is reliable and expedient. However, there
is need for replacing some of the equipment.
Other Laboratories.—There is no pathology laboratory and very few
autopsies are performed. The surgical pathological specimens are sent
to the Department of Pathology at Wake-Forrest Medical School. There
are no laboratories for research work. No physio-therapy, electro-therapy,
or hydro-therapy is practiced. Phycho—therapy is practiced only in rare
instances.
Diagnostic clinics.—Clinics are held in the hospital for Wake-Forrest
and Duke Medical School students and for some sociology and psychology
classes of neighboring colleges. The staff physicians assist the
superintendent in these clinics.
Dental offices.—There is one full time dentist. Some of his time is
given to taking x—ray pictures for the medical staff and to supervision
of the "dark room." The dentist examines every new patient and does what
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work is necessary. There is systematic examination of patients who have
been in the hospital for some time, but they are referred to the dentist
by the staff physicians when necessary.
There is one dental office which is located in the Administration
Building. The natural and artificial light of the office is adequate.
The dental cabinet is very old but satisfactory. The dental instruments
are slso considered satisfactory in quality and number. A dental hygienist
would help considerably in improving the dental work.
Occupational Therapy Centers.—There is one occupational therapist
who has been in the employ of the State Hospital for several years. Two
basement rooms are used for occupational therapy, one for men and one for
women. About 80 to 50 women and 10 to SO men come to occupational therapy
each day. An additional half-dozen, of txxthsestss, do some work for the
shop on the wards. At present, there is nothing in the budget for
occupational therapy encept the salary for the therapist. The proceeds
of sales of products that are not used in the Institution go back into
the general funds of the hospital and cannot be used for purchasing more
occupational therapy material.
In the room for women several crafts are carried on, for example,
fancy work, ?/eaving and basketry. In the room for men there is but one
\rork bench and consequently it is stated that only one patient at a time
can be engaged in making even minor articles of furniture. In this same
room, there is equipment for broom raaking and all the brooms used in the
Institutions are made by these patients.
The author is under the impression that there is very little in-
dividualization of therapy.
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Gymnasiums.--There is no gymnasium in the hospital. However,
there is en amusement hall which is quite large end the floor is in
good condition. The platform is not equipped for any stage performances.
With the advent of talking pictures, motion picture shows were dis
continued because of the expense. The weekly dance held on Friday
night in the hell is one of the definitely planned forms of recrea-
tion.
Libraries.—-There is no budget allowance for medical or psychia
tric librsries. Through private subscription, some medicel journals
are available. There is no library for petients.
Medicel end Surgicel units.—Surgical and medical treatment of dis
ease are carried out efficiently.
Personnel.—The superintendent of the hospital is Dr. J. K. /shby.
There ere five assistant physicians. Two physicians are assigned to
the male service end two to the female service in the hospital. The
fifth physician serves the colonies. The physicians are greatly over
worked* due to the presence of epileptics, inebriates end criminal in
sane. The physiciens usually have over four hundred patients assigned
to their individual care.
The majority of a physician's time must be spent in history making
end examinations of new patients. He is not assigned to definite wards
or definite cases, but must know the details concerning ell patients
on his service.
Hursing service is rather superior in this hospital because of
the presence of the Dorothea Lynde Dix School of Nursing* which is
afilliated with the hospital.
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Supervision and Training of the Younger Staff.— For the most part
the medical staff is young and four of the physicians have had all of their
experience in psychiatry in this hospital. Because of the heavy case load
of the physicians, there is little time for further study or research.
This is due not only to lack of time but also to lack of funds. The most
valuable educational experience in i?hich the young doctors participate
is the medical staff meetings which are held five mornings a week. The
assistant physicians give reports on sickness, injury, admission, and
discharges. The findings on every case, except of the male inebriates,
are presented xrlthin a ¥*reek or ten days after admission of the patient.
If the patient is able to come to the meeting he is interviewed for a
few minutes. The history is not presented in the patient's presence
and the brief opinions which the physicians may have are given after the
patient has left the room.
Upon admission the patient is given a thorough physical examination.
A record is made of his or her physical and neurological state. The
latter findings are in abstract form, but contain the important positive
and negative observations. The individual and family histories are obtain
ed almost entirely from the patients. Though an attempt is made to provide
appropriate treatment for each patient, the medical staff is greatly
handicapped by the lack of adequate equipment, personnel and money.
The Mor-ganton State Hospital
After several years of effort on the part of interested citizens, the
legislature of 1874-75 appropriated $75,000 for the establishment of a
State Hospital in the western part of the State.-1-
4 . ——■ ■ —
Governor's Commission. A Study of Mental Health in North Carolina, (Ann
Arbor, Michigan, 1SS7J, p. £14. "
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The need was emphasised by the fact that a.minimum estimate placed the
number of "insane" in the jails and county homes of the Stute at 700.1
An excellent site was provided by the town of Morganton, plans were drawn
and foundations were laid. Opposition arose and nothing more was ac
complished until the legislature ordered the completion of the main
building and one wing. This was impractical and not until 1865 was the
building ready for occupancy.^
Originally, the Morganton State Hospital received patients suffering
from all types of mental disorder from the western part of the State, but
with the establishment of the epileptic colonies at Raleigh in 1910, it
was relieved of these patients.^ Later arrangements were made to send all
inebriates and criminal insane to the Raleigh State Hospital, so that today
very few patients of these three types are admitted to Morganton. Until
recently, the lorganton State Hospital was the largest of the three, but
no?/ all three hospitals have close to 2,000 beds.4
Buildings.—The hospital does not use the cottage type of administration.
There is one central administration building to which several buildings
have been added.
There are twenty-eight wards for women which are contined in the
Administration and several ajoining buildings. Some of these wards
nred painting and repair, but in general they are well kept. They are
well ventilated, clean and not particularly crowded.
Governor's Commission, A Study of Mental Health in Worth Carolinaf (Ann





There ere twenty-four wards for male patients which ere loceted
pertly in the Administration Building end pertly in the surrounding
buildings. These wards ere also well kept end some provision is mede
for the classification end segregation of patients.
Laboratories.—The laboratory is located in the jfcdministrption
Building. The work consists of the routine Wassermenn test end urine
analysis, done in the laboratory, but other laboratory work such es
blood corpuscle counts and spinel fluid exemptions (except for the
colloidal tests) ere only done in the laborr-tory when requested by a
physicien. One of the stfff physicians elso ranks es a elinicel assistant
end does ell of the laboratory work.
Other Laboratories.—There are no research or pathology leborstories
and very few autopsies ere performed.
There is present in the reception building for women a fully
equipped hydro-therapy department. The equipment, although not new, is
standard, substantial end distributed in e well planned meaner. However,
this department is not used, because the Hospitpl has not provided funds
for the salery of e hydro-therepist.
Because of the extremely heavy case loed carried by the physicians ,
there is little or no time for thorough phycho-therapy.
Physio-therepy in vgrious forms is used by the medical steff.
Diagnostic Clinics.—There are no diagnostic clinics.
Dentel Offices.—There is one whole time dentist who examines end
treets ell new patients and does the work for resident petients referred
by the stfff physicians. The dentel office is sstisfectorily equipped
end the service is efficient. The addition of e dental hygienist would
be valuable.
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Occupational theragy..--Occupations! therapy in the strict sense is
not routinely used et present beceuse there is no occupational therapist.
Gymnasiums.—There is no gymnasium,although the Hospital does have
en emusement hall. The letter is located in s separate building
surrounded by other buildings of the women's service. The hell itself
will seat about 500 people end there is ample space for dances.
There is 8 projection booth but no modern motion picture apparatus.
The stage has equipment for dramatic entertainment. At the present
time, no deuces are given for patients because of the financial
situation. A new recreption building should be provided or the old
one completely remodeled et the earliest possible moment.
Libraries^-The hospital has no library for patients or physicians.
The medical staff must supply its own literature.
Personnel.-Dr. John McCampbell is the superintendent of the Mor-
genton State Hospitel. There are four assistant physicians, ell of
whom heve had considerable experience in psychiatry in this hospitel.
They heve been on the steff from two to twelve years. There are two
assistant physicians for the mPle service end two for the female service.
On each service one physician is in charge. One of the assistant physicians
ranks as senior assistant physician and is eble to trke over the duties
of the superintendent when he is absent. Each physician usually has
under his personal care over 500 ^etients. The nursing school, formerly
operated by the hospitel, h&s been discontinued. There is one nurse to
every sixteen patients,rlthough the best standards list one nurse to
every eight pstients. At present, there is one registered nurse in
charge of the operating room. Eight other nurses who are graduates of
accredited schools of nursing are in charge of vrrious services.
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Supervision and training of the Younger Staff.—The staff meetings
which are held five times a week are a most valuable educational ex
perience for the younger staff. These meetings usually last one hour.
One or more cases are presented according to the number of admissions.
Sometimes the patients are present during the presentation of their
cssee and during the discussion. The superinte ident presides, but the
assistant physician in charge of the case presents the data. At one
staff meeting each week a physician presents a short paper on some
subject of his o?m choice.
The same general condition prevails at Morganton us at Raleigh
in regard to the examinations and treatment instituted. Though physical
and neurological examinations are made and the necessary information
recorded, it is difficult to institute the most appropriate treatment
due to the lack of adequate equipment, personnel, and money.
The Goldsboro State Hospital
This hospital is for Negro psychotics, inebriates, feeble-minded,
epileptics, and criminal insane of the entire state. It was opened
in 1881.1
Buildin£S.—The Hospital does not use the cottage type of hospital
administration. There are thirteen male wards, the majority of which
are located in a fdng of the main building. The entire mele building
is old and below the quality of the main buildings of the other two
state hospitals. The wing in which these male wards is located
V^ri.. nnnmil sslon. A StuchTof Mental Health in
(Ann Arbor, Michigan, 19ftYj, p. **&*
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is poorly constructed and the cement used was of such poor quality
that it is easy for anyone to dig a hole through the wall. In 1987,
some improvements were made but the building is still only moderate^
safe.
Eight of the female wards are located in the main building. This
wing for women is only moderately well constructed, and its age is
evident in its architecture and in the condition of the floors. The
entire building is a fire hazard.
The Faison and Jones Buildings are saore recent additions to
the women's service. Both buildings axe well constructed but ha.e
been damaged on the first floor by floods. They axe well planned and
the heating and ventilation axe good.
Between the Faison Building and the Jones Building, there is an
unnamed building which, although erected only a few years ago, is an
example of very poor construction. It is still used but the patients
are kept in the yard through the day whenever it is possible.
Across the Little River, a colony for women has been started and
at present there are two modern brick buildings there, namely the
Blue Building art the 0»Berry Building. These buildings are fire
proof in construction and are veil planned.
^oratories.-The clinical laboratory is located in the O'Berry
Building. All the laboratory work is done by one of toe assistant
physicians. Routine urine analysis and stool ex^inations are done
on all new patients and blood corpuscle counts are done when indi
cated, but the latter is possible only because the physician has his
om nersonal equipment. Some bacteriological work, especial^ ex-
andnations for t^ercule bacilli is carried out. Blood tests (Was-naann)
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are performed in the State laboratory. These tests are now done on all
new admissions and from time to time the seme test is done on spinal
fluid specimens. Ho other spinal fluid examinations such as cell counts,
colloidal gold tests, and globulin or protein estimations are carried
out. There are no pathology or research laboratories and very few au
topsies fire performed. There axe no provisions for microscopic exami
nation of autopsy specimens. A full time trained laboratory technician
should be added to the staff.
Diagnostic clinics.—There are no diagnostic clinics.
Dental services.—The Hospital employs a full time dentist.
Occupational therapy.—There is no occupational therapy practiced.
Libraries.—There are no libraries.
Personnel.—Dr. ¥. C. Linville is the superintendent of the hospital,
There are three younger assistant physicians who have been on the staff
from one to five years. Each physician is usually responsible for over
400 patients. The entire nursing staff is composed of Negroes and each
nurse usually cares for approximately 25 patients.
Supervision and Training of the Younger Staff.—Mo definite
provision is made for the supervision and training of the younger staff
except through five weekly staff meetings.
Though routine examinations are made of new patients, this hospital
is very inadequate so far as equipment and personnel is concerned.
General Considerations
The Chief executive officers of the three state hospitals in North
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Carolina are well qualified physicians as well as experienced psy
chiatrists. Partisan politics hfive never interfered in their appoint
ments or removals. In feet, it is the enviable record of these in
stitutions that politics hss never played s part in their administration.
However, as has already been pointed out the medical strffs ere very
insdequgte. This ctm be illustrated by the following averages.
North Carolina Average: Patients-to assistant physicians
528 to 1W
United States Average: Patients to Assistart
252 to lP
Even though the United States average does not approximate the
hypothetical and ideal standard of 150 pstients to one assistant physician,
it is quite obvious that the North Caroline average is much further
below standard. The hospitals do, however, meet the ideel standard of
one full time dentist in each institution.
There is a consulting steff composed of specialists in meny
branches of medicine. These physicians are appointed by the governor ■,
on the recommendation of the hospital boerd, and serve without compen
sation. It is therefore possible in these hospitals to ref§r patients
to the consulting specialists, at least in internal medicine, general
surgery, organic neurology, diseases of the eye, ear, nose and throat,
and radiology. This is seldom done, however, because there is no pro
vision in the hospital budgets for such services and very seldom can
the patient afford to pay the fee. However, the consulting physicians
perform all the major surgery.
Clinical histories in state hospitals should be carefully kept
on all patients and in proper files for ready reference. Needless to
^United Stetes Census Reports, 1940.
sIbid.
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say, there is very little in the records of the North Carolina stete
hospitals until after 1900 Bnd those of the pest two decides ere not st
sdequete. The physicians in the Stete attempt to keep accurate records;
but secretarial help is inadequate end after the full Pdmission infor-
metion and examination date are recorded, the records ere not kept
methodically up to date. For the same reason it is difficult to keep
statistical data relating to each petient ps is required by the Mericpn
Psychiatric Association. The individual histories, most of which
have been obtained from the patients, follow in some details the out
line generally recommended. The physical status is covered except for
the recording of negative findings.
An attempt is made to classify patients in eccordence with their
mental end physical condition. This attempt is not successful in the
reception services and, ps the author pointed out earlier, the reception
centers are crowded with physically ill mental patients, plus those who
are suffering from mental disorders only. In the wards the doctors heve
meneged to provide seperete sections for tubercular patients end h^ve
segregated the deteriorated patients. Bat they ere not able to rarke the
necessary provisions for any special study and treatment of cases in
each class. This type of classification would call for e separate re
ception and intensive study and treatment department or building end a
special unit for acute physical illnesses and surgical conditions. The
Raleigh Hospitel is the only one which has e medical center.
All three state hospitals are equipped with clinical laboratories
but,as has been indicated, none heve laboratories for pathology or research.
X-ray equipment is adequate to eTL hospitals, except at Goldsboro. There
should be provision at ell of the hospitals for the services of a consulting
radiologist, when such a need is indicated.
On the whole, the surgical operating rooms of the three hospitals
are fairly well equipped, and as pointed out previously, each employs
a full time dentist who has his own office and dental equipment. In re
gard to hydro-therapy, the hospitals are handicapped by the lack of equip
ment and the lacie of provisions of funds to pay the salaries of physio
therapists. Occupational therapy is impossible unless a trained therapist
is in charge and the Raleigh Hospital, so far, is the only one of the three
to employ such a person. Mo formal provisions in equipment or personnel
for treatment through physical exercises and games are made by the hospitals,
Regular staff conferences are held at least twice a week in each
hospital when the work of the physicians and the examination and treatment
of the patients is carefully reviewed and minutes are taken.
The nursing personnel in all of the hospitals is inadequate, although
at Raleigh the situation is helped by the presence of the Dorothea Lynde
Dix School of Nursing. An adequate nursing force should provide in pro
portion to total patients not less than one nurse to every eight patients.
And to those patients requiring intensive treatment and the acute sick
and surgical units, not less than one nurse to>every four patients.
The following figures indicate that North Carolina is considerably
belo\f even the United States Averages
North Carolina Average; Patients to nurses 17.9 to 1 (g)
United States Average: Patients to nurses 10.8 to 1
North Carolina State Hospitals must resort to the use of seclusion
all too frequently because of the small nursing forces. If mechanical
jhjnited States Census Report, 1S40.
2Ibid
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restraint end seclusion is ussd at ell, it should be done under strict
regulations and a system of control and record by the physician, and should
be limited to the most urgent cases,
A good stete hospital should heve one or more out-patient clinics.
None of the three stete hospitals hove out-pstient clinics.
Another serious gap in the facilities of the three state hospitals
is a boarding home program. This might well be a function of the not
yet existent out-pstient clinics. Moreover, it could be a cooperstive
venture. There are many petients in stete hospitals who could live in the
community if the proper environment was available. Some of these petients
heve families but the family environment is unsuitable for the particular
needs in the csse.1 in raeny instances, there are no established families
and sometimes no living relatives. Placement of such patients under
supervision in boarding homes at a cost approximr-ting that of maintenance
in the hospital would save the additional expense to the stete of providing
buildings and equipment for such cases.
Petients on parole have no supervision by the state hospital or
sny medical agency. They ere peroled to the county welfare officers, but
there is very little time s^ent or available for supervision. Either
out-patient clinics or social service supervision from the hospitals
would assist in the adjustment of peroled patients in the community and
would sometimes avoid readmission to the hospital. It is true thet letters
ere written to families before the final discharge but often they fpil to
bring reply. When a paroled petient feils to get along at home, there is
practically no expert edvice available unless he is readmitted to a hos
pital. Peroled patients ere so scattered thft only those in or near
A. Meyer, Organisation of Community Facilities for Prevention, Care
and Treatment of Nervous and Mental Diseases, (New York, 19??,), p. 8F7.
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certain centers of population could et present be reached by out-patient
clinics or social service, but even under these circumstences such
activities should be developed.
These idepl standards ere not met in all respects by any stste,
but sever?1 stetes epproximste many of the requirements. From this
study of the North Cerolina Strte Hospitals, the author feels thrt for
the present, e satisfeetory goal would be to meet ps high stpnderds as
those of any other state in the country, but the euthor pIso feels that
it is within the rerlras of possibility to set as an ultimate goeil the
stendsrds laid down by the American Psychietric Association.
CHAPTER III
CLINICS AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Through the aid of the Federal Children's Bureau the Division of
Mental hygiene of the State Board of Charities end Public ?relfpre wes
able to realize another one of its plans to improve mental heelth con
ditions in the stete of North Caroline. This was the organization of a
children's unit within the Division. As director of this unit there
was appointed June 1, 1959, Dr. P. F. Richie, e physieiel eligible to
practice medicine in North Cerolins, with some yeers experience in general
psychiatry end training in child psyehietry which he received through e
Commonreelth Fund fellowship. Hiss Mary Scovill, s psychologist holding
a grsdupte degree in clinical psychology *nd with some yesrs of training
end work in institutions for both normal p.nd p.bnormsl children, wps
appointed November 1, 1958. In June, 1959, she became the psychologist
of the Children's Unit. The following parpgrephs from the pirn of the
child welfare services as approved by the federal puthorities indicate
the relation of Dr. Richie end Miss Scovill to the division of Mental
Hygiene.
The children's unit within the division of Mental Hygiene was
organized early in the fiscal yepr of 1929-40 end the etsff includes
a part time psychiatrist and e full time psychologist. The psychia
trist serves Mental Hygiene clinics in two urban arees who re
imburse the state board for his services. Approximately one-half
of his time is available for :hilf welfpre services. His services
to Mentsl Hygiene clinics have e two-fold purpose? thrt of offering
treatment to"children not otherwide having access to e. psychiatrist,
and that of broadened interpretation that comes through his service.
Funds paid in by the two Mental Hygiene clinics sre used in the develop
ment of the state wide Mental Hygiene progrenu The psychiatrist is
available for consultation to the csse consultants in the state
office and occasionally to the child welfare service cases on a
treatment bssis in addition to his consultation services. ■>•
1
•Annual Report of the Director of the Division of Mental Hygiene of
The State Department of Publlc^eTflre of North Caroline, p. B.
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The psychologist gives her full time to child welfare cpsss.
Upon requests, she visits the counties for the purpose of testing
children within the case lords of the child welfare workers. She
also tests children in case loads of county social workers, giving
consultation service, requests for which come through the case con
sultants.
The services of the child psychiatrist have been given to the Cherlotte
Mental Hygiene Clinic end the Winston-Salem Child Guidance Clinic for
periods of two deys each on elternete treeks. As director of these community
organizations, the psychiatrist has participated in activities such as
the annual program of the Charlotte Mental Hygiene Society. In Winston-
Dalem a discussion group for teachers wes organised with the psychiatrist
es leader.
The Charlotte Clinics.—Charlotte is the birthplace of the modern
Mental Hygiene movement in North Carolina. The Chrrlotte Clinic wes
held under volunteer auspices from February, 1955, to October, 1954. Ser
vices and equipment were donated until 1954, when -the support of the clinic
was assumed by the city Pnd county. . It was msde a pert of the Department
of Health end one large room wes provided for the clinic in the Health
Building. At first, all types of cases were received, but since January,
1954, work hes been limited to child guidance and in 1954 the nenrn was
changed to the Child Guidance Clinic.
The total budget for the clinic hes been approximately |5,000.2 For
various reasons, the financial support was withdrawn in July, 1956. Dr.
Sylvia Allen, sn able and experienced psychiatrist of Chrrlotte, who
guided the Clinic in its first year hrd departed for sever?! months post
graduate study end there was some question as to the placement pnd support
of the Mental Hygiene clinic in the Health Department.
-—-
1Annual Report of the Director of the Division of Mental Hygiene
of the S^teJg^gxtjtenjt_.orPublic Welfare of North Carolina, p. 6
2 'nr. jumes Watson. Mind"You*r Mind, (Raleigh, North Carolina, 1941),
Bulletin No. 2.
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Finally it was made e pert of the Division of Mental Hygiene of the
Stste Department of Public Welfare.
At first Dr. Allen volunteered her services but ??fter two ye^rs she
received $50 per month for two afternoons e week in the clinics. However,
much more than this was spent end Dr. Allen geve to the community a tre
mendously greater amount of work than was paid for. She did not resent
this time put in and not paid for because she found the work fascinating.
Dr. Allen encouraged the community agencies to use the clinic by per
sonally apperling to their employees. Migs Elsie Larson, the psychiatric
social worker, was trained at the New York School of Social Fork and had
experience as a supervisor in the Family Society of Pichmond, Virginia.
Both Dr. Allen and Miss Larson hrd had training in psychometric testing
end this part of the psychological work was done by them. Dr. £lan
Choate was consulting physician, doing physical examinations when needed.
A full time secretary completed the personnel.
The Clinic served the city and the county. The schools, juvenile
court, social agencies, physicians and nurses gradually increased their
referrals of what they considered behavior problems and mental cases,
indicating the need and nature of such services. The case lor.d became so
lsrge that intensive work could not be done on every case. There tos a
trend toward consultation work, thereby giving the referring rgency more
responsibility in carrying out the sdvice of the Clinic. The full treat
ment oases had thorough case histories and physical examinations. Of
course the author was not able to check personally on the results accomplished
in cases of individuals obtaining the benefit of this full treatment but
statements from reliable and competent authorities would seem.to indicate
that services of the clinic were unusually effective. The psychiatric
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interpretations were concise end practical. Since 1940, the Division
h?s tsken over the responsibility of the Charlotte Clinic.
Other Clinics.—The agencies referring children in Finston-Sslem
included the Forsyth County Department of Public Welfare, the city juvenile
court, the jSssocisted Charities, the Selvption /rmy, schools pnd parents.
An active bi-weekly consultation service wes held for the juvenile court.
Even when e child wes the individual referred, the parent or some other
adult wes frequently treated in accordance with accepted child guidance
concepts.
A community Mental Hygiene clinic has been organized in Psleigh under
the Wake County of Social Agencies on a demonstrative basis. With the
exception of the psychiatrist the expense of this clinic is being carried
by severel community organizations through the Community Chest. The Family
Service Society has been doing most of the social service work. During
the initial period the services of the psychiatrist hsve been sut>-
plied by the Division of Mental Hygiene of the State Department of Public
Welfare. When the initial period is completed it is expected thPt e
psychiatrist's services will be secured ttaqugh-.teoopuunity fund. Psy
chiatric service from the Division of Mental Hygiene will then be offered
to other communities on the same b-sis until Mentel Hygiene services are
available throughout the State. They will receive and ^ej for psychiatric
services of the child psyohietriat of the Children's Unit of the Division
of Mental Hygiene. These clinics are examples of what the Division of
Mental Hygiene of the State Department of Public Welfare will endeavor
to initiate and foster in many parts of the state. There hes been close
cooperation with the Children's unit and the child, welfare service unit
relative to this type of development. To date the actual work of this
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clinic has been largely diagnostic although the iiaportence of treatment
and folloi? up have been indie-: ted.
Demonstration Clinics.—-In addition to the clinics already mentioned
the Division has sponsored demonstration clinics in a few communities in
North Carolina. At Ashville, North Carolina, a clinic has been established
and Dr. Sullivan, a psychiatrist from Duke, gives one-half day per week
of his services. The psychological services have been donated by the
local teacher's college and the local county welfare unit supplies a
social worker. Dr. Eose,of the Division of Mental Hygiene, gives his
service one day a week to a demonstration clinic in Rocky Mount, North
Carolina under the auspices of the Council of Parent Teachers' Associations.
In most of these clinics because of their non permanent basis, the psy
chiatrists have been able to make their work more effective by
simultaneously conducting institutes with local social workers and teachers.
However, the Division of Mental Hygiene hoped that by encouraging these
demonstration clinics that eventually the communities will integrate the
clinics into their community social planning.
Services of the Child Psychiatrist.—The services of the child psy
chiatrist at the end of his first year's work included 422 interviews
with children and adults. In addition there were 351 advisory conferences
with agency representatives about their clients. Children have been
referred from the following counties in North Carolina participating in
the child welfare services plan; Anson, Buncombe, Caswell, Cumberland,
Durham, Iredel, Hash, Orange, Pitt, Robeson, Surry, Wake, Warren, and Wilson.
The problems presented by 149 individuals included truancy from home,
school disobedience, sterling, lying, conflict between parents, conflicts
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of children with each other, failure in school, disruption of classroom,
sexual delinquency, end difficulties in child plpcements. The diagnostic
and psycho-therapeutic help given by the psychiatrist has mfde improvement
in status possible in most of these situations. Ten individuals with
serious nervous or mentsl disorders were sided. Six of these m?de adjust
ment in the community so thrt institutional placement was not necessary.
Psychological Services.—The psychologicsl services of the Division
of Mental Hygiene have consisted of examinations of four hundred and
thirty-one individuals during the months that the psychologist hes been
with the Division. This number consisted of 418 esses under eighteen
years of age end thirteen cases eighteen years of age and over. Adults
were included in the service only when they closely affected the welfare
of certain children being planned for under the child welfare program.
The ages of the children examined ranged from four months to eighteen years.
The Standord-Binet examination was given to almost every child of
two years or older and special pre-school or infant tests to those under
two. School achievement tests of manual ability were given to e large
percentage of the children examined. The majority of the cases were examined
in the counties in which the children resided. Psychological service
was given to a total of twenty-six counties. This number included the
eighteen counties in which the child, welfare services program was operating,
plus eight counties which were given consultant service by the child
welfare case consultants and nine other counties.
Reports of all exemptions were written, one cow of ^ch beinS
filed in the office of the State Board of Charities and Public Welfare,
and one copy sent to the county by the case consultrnt through whom the
case was referred. Advisory consultations were held with county supcrinten-
dents of public welfare, child welfare assistants, ease workers, teachers,
parents, end with the case consultants who guide the case work tvLsnning
for children in the eighteen counties in the child, welfare services program.
An approximate total of 276 conferences have been held.
The purposes for which the examinetions were requested were varied.
Among them, the following were the most frequent:
(1) To determine the resson for a child's failure in school end
to give advice es to educstionf-1 and vocational planning.
(2) To aid cese workers in making more intelligent snd effective
placement plans for children. Child welfare case workers
ars constantly confronted by the necessity for placing children
either in boarding homes or in homes for pdoption. It is
essential that they have en understanding of the intellectual
development and potentialities of e child for whom placement
is being considered in order to provide the best possible
edjustraent of ths child in his new home. Thus such tredegies
ss might be caused by the placement of 8 superior child with
a family of cultural status that is low or the placement of s
dull child with a family who expect to give the child a
college education can be avoided.
(S) To determine whether or not a child is eligible for the state
feeble minded institution.
(4) To aid in the study of children1s behavior end personality
problems. Truency from school and home, disobedience, defiance
of authority, lying, steeling end irregular sex sctivities
are those commonly listed.
(5) a few children were referred because of speech difficulties.
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While it hps been possible for the psychologist to cerry
on systematic speech correction in these eases because of the
transien nature of her service she has given suggestions for
the patients to carry out.
Traveling Clinics.—Since 1982, South Caroline hes provided psychia
tric clinic services for eight of the larger cities. The state hospitals
have one psychiatric whose entire time is devoted to clinic work. He is
assisted by two psychiatric sociel workers who contributed p.?rt of their
time to work on hospitalized esses. Eech of the eight cities has one
full day of clinic service every two weeks, end in the majority of the
cities the clinic sre held into hospital out-patient department. Dr. '
Williams, the Superintendent of the South Carolina Strte Hospital, is
of the oninion thet these treveling clinics sre one of the most valuable
services provided by his hospital.
Outside of the southeast, many states hrve developed similar
clinic programs.' In e state where there are few lprge metropolitan
centers which cen support their own clinic, it is necesspry for the Stete
to take the lead in organizing mentel health clinics.2 The example of South
Carolina aacitelimited services of the Division of Mental Hygiene in North
Carolina have demonstrated the feasibility and need for such e, progrpra.
Meny functions can be fulfilled by treveling Mental Hygiene clinics.
Among the more important ones are:
(1) Act as a "clearing house" for the stpte hospitals, training
schools, correctional institutions end juvenile courts.
(2) Study and treatment of psychiatric condition in adults end
W.S. Carpenter, "Mental Hygiene Clinics in lew Jersey," Mental
Hygiene, (July, 1955), pp. 374-379. ' "
A. Holmer, "Stete Wide Mentel Hygiene Clinics Program for ^ennsyl-
venis," Mental Hygiene. (April-, 19F4), pp. 205 - 217.
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children who do not need institutional cere.
(5) Cooperation with schools, especially in meeting the problem
of the mental defective.
(4) Treatment end supervision of people discharged from fetate
institutions.
(5) Assist in the development of a boerding house progrrm for
mental care.
(6) Assist in the development of a boarding home program for
mental cases. s
(7) Education of the public and of workers in medical *nd
socisl agencies in principles of mental health.
All of these functions sre intimately related pnd should be closely
knit together; end they need to be effective for the state 8s e whole.
Diagnostic end treatment clinics serve to faciliate the adjustment of
children and sdults who rre not able to adjust themselves without expert
help but whose disorders ere not yet serious enough to require cere.
Many esses admitted to the state hospitals could be adequately treated
in the community if clinic service is provided, and menj patients could
be paroled much sooner if adequate supervision could be assured. Kerly
diagnosis end treatment in mental disorders is just es important *s it
is in tuberculosis or heart disease, snd out-pptient psychiatric clinics
help to meet this need. However, early disgnosis is not prevention, end
the positive mental health side of clinic activities should be emphasized.
In North Caroline, there is a movement to extend the present
clinics! work of the Division of Mental Hygiene over e wider are? of the
T a HolmerT "StetTndTMental Hygiene Clinics Program for Pennsyl-
▼ania," Mental Hygiene:, (April, 19M), pp. 205 - 217
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Stste. While this program of disoersion is proposed by the Division, on
the other hend it recognizes there is rlso vs-lue in bringing osychietry
end medicine into intimate relationship through out-patient clinics
related to the Stute institutions. From the view point of economy, the
maintenance of clinics at the state hospitals would seve considerable
money. The close contact of the clinic personnel rith these institutions
would keep the hospital in closer touch with conditions end resources
in the community; would stimulate the entire hospital staff with a
broader view of its responsibility end opportunities in the mental health
field; end would develop a better understanding snd cooperation between
the hospitsl and the general public.
P8ychla.tri8t.-Dr. Pose, of the Division of
Mental Hygiene, lectures to organizations of the following types the Pot*ry
Club, Junior League, County Welfare Staff, private social agency boards,
parent educetion groups, the Durham Crime Club, the North Orolina
Mental Hygiene Society, the North Cprolin* Heuro-psychietrie Association,
nurses' classes, groups of elementary school principals, business clubs,
the Y.M.C* end the Y.LCA, and gradupte classes of the University of
North Carolina. In 1959 he «es appointed chairman of the Committee on
Mentel Hygiene of the North Carolina Board of Social Service, te a
part of his routine duties he participates in district public welfere
institutes, child welfare institutes and home end family-life education
institutes.
Bivin Foundation lectures ere
given in North Caroline by Dr. Jraes Fetson, Director of the Division of
Mental Hygiene of the State Department of T>ublic Welfrre. They ere ex
clusively for the Negro Parent Tepchers' Associations and twee the value
of mental heelth from the pren^tsl period until meturity.
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Each lecture is followed by questions end. discussions. Consultation
service is maintained throughout the yerr with tisrents, tepchers, end
sociel cese workers. In selected esses treatment is cerried on by Pr.
Richt.rd F. Pichie, child psychiatrist, ®nd psychological explanations are
nu?de by Miss Mery S. Scovill, child psychologist.
Introductory Lectures on Mentel Hygiene.---These lectures pre pIso
given by Dr. Jsines Fstson, of the Division of Mentsl Hygiene, end rre a
part of the educational pctivities cerried on by the letter. Kech
lecture takes epproximately forty-five minutes rnd may be followed by a
question period when desired. They are given free in eny community,
which makes b request for the series*but when possible the community is
expected to pay the cost of travel.
The purpose of this series of lectures is to csll attention to the
problems end indicate the lines elong which the community organisations
may work end study in the field of the treptment of personality mpled-
justments. Obviously three lectures sre not exnected to cover the sub
ject. It is hoped thrt following these lectures interested groups in
the community will secure other sperkers to further develop the subject.
A Course for Social Workers.—A course entitled "Psychiatry for
the Sociel Worker" is given by Dr. Jemes Watson *t the University of
North Orrollnfi. It is the purpose of this course to present p generpl
view of the field of psychietry in order thet the student moy get p clepr
conception of this profession end. its piece emong community essets. Most
of the course is concerned with discussion of the few dynemic princinl<?s
which sre useful to the cese worker in depling with oroblems which occur
in sociel service work. This course is for social workers in trpining.
Mental Hygiene Societies.--The following quotation from "Mentsl
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Hygiene Society}
A definitely organized society for lentsi Hypiene, whether on a
state, city or county-wide basis, has mrny edvsntfgos to offer
the community which apparently cannot be otherwise conserved.
It brings together ell the widely scattered individuals in the
community who feel concerned shout problems of mental health
end the opportunities for association stimulates pts6 reinforces
such individual interest, mek<--s possible the further education
of members and brings to the group increased power and influence
in the community. The society provides en agency through *rhich
the special mental health neads of the comTnunity may be carefully
studied end evaluated es to their importance end urgency and
mpkes possible tha development of concerted plans on s community
wide scale to meet such pressing needs, inr-taad of the
promotion by isolated individuals o*1 sporadic, competing end un-
correleted plans which do not visualize the needs of the com
munity as f"whole. The society represents s recognized centre!
source of planned leadership end community education, en-
courrging confidence on the pert of the public which thus
more rsadily lends support, morel end financial, to its
projects. Because the organization end improvement of facilities
for the study, treatment and prevention of mentel disorders
very frequently necessitates government action and appropriation
for tp-x-supported agencies, an organized society is the utmost"
value. It brings to the support of needed measures nro-
fession?! leadership end stendprds, distinterested rnd non-
politicsl plans, the coordinated effort of representatives of
m^ny influential community groups, facilities for vide-stjreed
community education ^nd the tempered force pnd enthusipsm
necessary to secure any concerted community action. i> society
vigorously c?:ll the attention of the co^'nunity to defects rnd
needs in the mental health field end raTte the necessary public
support in a way which is impossible for lolitically appointed
or elected public officials, however sensitive to possibilities
for further development'they'mpy be.
In 1952, b group of interested citizens of Charlotte, North Carolina,
formed a local Mental Hygiene society. In the spring of 19?6, following
a visit by Mr Clifford ?T. Beers, several professional and lay people of
Durham end Orenge counties formed the second Mental Hygiene society of
the St?te. This was soon followed by a tentative Plan for a State society
and In the fell of 19?6 the Worth Carolina Mental Hygiene Society vps
definitely orgf-ni?ed and working committees; were appointed. The formulated
purooses of the society are essentially the same as those giv^n above in
the quotation from "Mental Hygiene in the Community."
CHAPTER IV
THE DUKE UNIVERSITY PROJECT
Duke Hospital, located in Durham, North Carolina, is a part of the
richly endowed Duke University and is directly affiliated with the
medical school. The heuro-psychiatric ward, which is very young, was opened
January, 1941, and was named Meyer Ward in honor of the enminent psychiatrist,
Dr. Adolph Meyer, of Jam-Hopkins University. The new service was added
to the? Hospital because it wesfelt thai a private institution could do more
in the way of research in psychiatry than a public institution and thus
could show by example what was possible in the field of Mental Hygiene
in the State. For this reason the author feels that is is desirable to
devote a brief space to a duscui sion of the neuro-psychiatric department
of Duke Hospital.
Dr. Richard Lyman was chosen the director of the ward, and the
psychiatric departments of the hospital and medical school. This brillant
psychiatrist had been a student of Dr. Meyer. Previous to coming to
Duke, he was head of the psychiatric unit of the Rockefeller Hospital
in China. He gave up a more remunerative offer to head up the psychiatric depart-
ment at Johns-Hopkins University School of Medicine to come to Duke. He
felt that because he would be pioneering at Duke he would not be hampered
in his irork by traditions or by too many set rules and regulations. Un
like many psychiatrists, whose interest lies almost wholly in the medical
and clinical aspects of mental illness, Dr. Lyman has a consuming interest
in the broad aspects of Mental Hygiene and prevention. Feeling that he
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had been essentially a research man and tht-t he had somewhat lost touch
with community life, it was his desire to create at Duke a. department
that was an integral part of the community's mental health planning and
education, as well as that of Duke Hospital.
Dr» tjpian and his associates became interested in ascertaining whether
ths treatment of psychotic patients, especially those short time cases,
could not be improved more rapidly by the introduction of a new type of
practioner in the field of psychiatry. This person would occupy an area
between the psychiatrist, the psychiatric social worker, and the psychiatric
nurse. This new praetioner would hnve enough education to understand the
causes and the symptoms of mental diseases. Dr. Lyman was aware of the
difficulties of financing such a person immediately but he felt th*.t he
might be able to obtain the type of people he wanted during the summer
months, at a small remuneration and with the understanding that they
would be given training in the field of psychiatry.
The function of these practioners was to remain on the ward at
least four hours every day with patients, not only observing their behavior
but also serving them in the role of attendants. It vras the responsibility
of these young people to report to the psychiatrist, at intervals^ on
their personal observations of the patients. It was believed that this
new type of pructioner would be more aware of changes in the patient's
mental condition than even the nurses, due to their almost continuous contact.
Some of the Duke authorities were also interested in comparing the
services of colored students on the ward with those of the white students
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used in the winter months. The interest of these men were aroused by the
theory that colored people had a very subtle technique of handling T/hite
people, learned perhaps during their slavery existence and handed down
as a method of getting along in a "white man's world." They maintained
that if this theory proved correct it would be of great value in handling
mental patients, for they are extremely sensitive and must be handled very
carefully.
The colored attendants served from June 15th through September 15th.
They were paid |30 a month and also attended classes in psychiatry three
morning a week. It is too early to weigh the results of this experiment
but if the Hospital authorities find that it was successful it may make
it possible for the state of North Carolina and for other states to give
a better type of psychiatric service to a larger number of patients.
CHAPTER V
COJUCLUtilONS
Two distinct policies are open to the St-;..te of North Carolina in its
dealing with the problem of those xvho because of mental disorder have
become wardg. • One, a narrowminded policy of the strictest economy would
limit the activities of institutions to those necessary for purely cus
todial care until time or death relieves the State of the burden. The
other, a forwardlooking policy, would meet the challenge squarely by
preventive activities and adequate early treatment measures calculated
to restore the largest number of handicapped people to productive life.
Accepting the latter policy as the desirable one, the first objective
to be considered is concerned with the diagnosis and treatment of those
types of human maladjustments manifested chiefly by mental disease. Al
though not always a hopeful task, efforts must be made to restore these
sick people to a more harmonious adjustment and these efforts must be
based on a sound medical background,, a broad understanding of the total
personality and the milieu in which the problem developed.
The second objective, and one which is equally as important as the
first, is to meet the problem of the neurotic and pre-psyehotic personalities.
This can be done by developing a system of clinics which reach out into
the community and treat these individuals before they become cases for the
state hospitals.
The State's Program as a Whole
Since the comprehensive study of mental health in florth Carolina which
was made in 1957, the Sts.te hs.s made rapid strides in developing a constructive
program for Mental Hygiene.
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The State Hospitals,—The State hospitals have not progressed as
rapidly as has the state movement in North Carolina as a whole.
State mental hospitals hsuve been greatly handicapped in their
efforts to modernise, due to the fact that for so long as they were re
garded as custodians of the mentally ill.
North Carolina has three stcte hospitals,at Raleigh, Morganton,
and Goldsboro, which are trying to care for the ltrge number of mentally
ill in that state. Efforts to improve these hospitals and raise their
standards have been retarded because of the lack of public support and
interest. At the present time, the hospitals are accommodating large
numbers of patients and are steadily admitting new ones but their services
are very inadequate. Budgets are limited to bare essentials find consequent
ly the hospitals are greatly lacking in equipment, services, and personnel.
The hospitals of North Carolina were built with the idee in mind of
conserving material and space and they cannot be converted into the more
ideal cottage set-up without complete remodeling or reconstruction. On
the whole, definite and successful attempts have been made to at least
make the wards habitable btit under present circumstances classification
of patients in the wards is only partially successful and are total failures
in the reception services.
The State can be proud of the fact th&t partisan politics have not
hindered the administration of the hospitals. Worth Carolina has also been
able to obtain well qualified superintendents but there is little to attract
and hold young, ambitious physicians. Treatment of physical illnesses is
adequate in the three hospitals because medical and surgical equipment,
plus clinical laboratories are provided. However, little is done in
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psycho-therapy because of the lack of specialized psycho-analysts on the
staffs of the hospitals. An occupational thera;dst is in the employ of
the Raleigh State Hospital but this therapy is not attempted in the other-
two hospitals because no provision is made in their budgets for the salaries
of these specialized employees. It is also difficult to use physio-therapy
and hydro-therapy for the same reason.
There are two other outstanding gaps in the State's hospital, no
out-patient clinics are affiliated with their services and there is no
boarding house program in operation.
Some patients are paroled from the hospitals but they are not super
vised by the institutions or o,ny medical agency.
The author is of.the opinion that "Tine Study of Mental Health in North
Carolina" presented to the State Legislature by the Governor's Commission
did much to arouse their interest in the problem. Perhaps it can be- ex
pected that advancements in the state hospital c ;ie of the mentally ill
will be slower than those in the broad field of Mental Hygiene because it
mill call for a complete change in policy.
Educational Activities.—Dr. James Watson, of the Division of Mental
Hygiene, also lectures to organisations in the community. In addition, he teaches
a class in psychiatry at the University of North Carolina for social
work students. Dr. Eose of the Division of Mental Hygiene has lectured
in several sections of the state am towrious types of organizations also.
The Clinic.—-The Division of Mental Hygiene of the State Department
of Public Welfare has greatly extended its clinical services, especially
in the last two years. There has been created a children's unit within
the Division and Dr. R. F. Richie, a child psychiatrist, was appointed
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as director. The services of this psychiatrist and of the psychologist
of the Division were offered to already existing clinics in Winston-Salem
and Charlotte, Horth Carolina. The latter clinics have done distinguished
work but it has been primarily diagnostic rather than therapeutic in type.
In addition to these clinics the Division has sponsored demonstration
clinics in a few communities of the state. Eventually it is hoped that
the communities tail integrate these clinics into their community planning.
The State should assume further responsibility for clinical service
to the public through traveling Mental Hygiene clinics.
This calls for expansion of the present clinical services of the
Division of Mental Hygiene, but the clinics should be more definitely
related to certain hospitals. For the standpoint of economy if for no other
reason the clinic personnel should have headquarters in the hospitals.
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